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                                   ABSTRACT
          Sorne studies were made on the relation between the hot spring and radio-
       activity. The rapid variation of radon-content with time in the thermal water
      of hot springs was observed at several places, and a newly devised method for
      measuring such phenomena is mentioned along with a proposed model hot spring
      to fit the phenomena. A theoretical treatment is also given on the relation
      between the hot spring, radioactivity and ground temperature te explain the
      anomalous distribution of intense ground radioactivity around the site of a hot
      spring. And, moreover, some considerations are made on the source depth of
      the radioactive matter contained in the thermal water of hot springs;a cenclu-
      sion is reached supporting the theory of its shallow origin.

1. Introductien

    Since the discovery of radium many studies have been made on the radioactivity

of hot springs throughout the world, mainly in relation to chemical constituents. In

Japan, a place famous for its most abundant and utilized hot springs, numerous obser-

vations have been•made mainly on the fadon-content in the thermal water of hot

springs in various districts. The accurate measurements of the radon-content in hot

springs made by Y. Iimori (1) with the I. M. Fontactescope, I. Iwasaki (2), K. Kurcda

(3), and other researchers shogld be highly appreciated. K. Kimura (4) was the first

te introduce the G-M coufiter into the rneasurement of radieactive deposits in hot

springs, and W. Kolb (5) recently published a paper on a method of measuring the

radioactive properties of hot springs. S. Iwasaki (6) has recently examined tlae con-

nection between hot spr}ngs and ground radlation. The wr}ter has been lnvestlgating

some geophysical phenomena in relation to ground radioactivity since 1949 (9, 10, 11,

12, 13), and in the present article are reported some studies on the relation between

hot springs and radieactivity.

2. Variation of Tadon-eoittent with time in the thermal water ef

   kot springs

    The radioactivity of hot springs has been precisely measured by several resear-

chers, reaching a numerical accuracy of expression in the thousandths. And the
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difference between the measured values of the radon-content of a particular hot spring

in different periods from one to severa! years' duration has alse been examined.

But recently I. Iwasaki (7) discussed the great fittctuation in the measu!'edi value oÅí

radon-content which he had observed occuyying once in tliree hours at a particuiar hot

spring. On the other hand, the w•riter has been also investigating the same phenomena

from a different point ef view, and its resuk wil! be reported in seme detail below.

(a) Method of measgtrement

    The quantity of radium content in liquid has hitherto been usually measured with

the I. M. Fontactoscope er the Lauritsen electremeter specially devised by K. Kimura

and K. Kureda (8). But tbese metheds are not considered to be unconditionally

suitabie for a repeated measurement of shoft duration, because ef the radioactive

contamination by radon and thoren which is iiievitably induced in such sort of mea-

surements. To avoid this inconvenience the writer devised a special method fer mea-

sureing rapidly and accurately the radon-centent of hot spring thermal water (10)

and trled to detect the minute fiuctuation of hot spring radon-content in the short

duratlon of several minutes.

    The procedure of measurement is briefiy summarized as feliows.

    1) To fi}} the glass bottle with the hot spring thermal water at the spout and
seai it hermetically, exÅëluding bubbles.

    2) To leave the sampledbottle alone for three !iours.

In these three hours the yaden in the sampled thermal water reaches a state oi equili-

brium with its decay products (see Fig. 1). And the above-mentioned three hours is

                                                the minimum duration for suMcient

                                                saturation.

>.IOO It ought to be remarked that"1>: the errors resulting from the differ-98 ence of time oi arrival from theo sog subterranean radioactive source are
[bei negligibly smail because of the
    O sio' geo cso 2eo .i.. Iong half-!ife of radon.
                        Time An air gap is ferrned in the
                                                upper part of the sampled bottle
     Fig. 1. Saturation curve of radon's deÅëay
       products measured with B-rays and Ax-rays. caused by the difference in thermal

                                                expansion ceethcient between the

water and glass in temperature drop during the three hours' storage, but the radon.

content in this air gap was ascertained by the writer (iO) to be less than O.19oi of

the radon-content in the sampled water.

    3) To take the water sample after the three hours' storage, and add to it a
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certain amount of sulphuric acid and tlien a certain amount oÅí barium nitrate solution.

In this case the 9.5mg barium nitrate is suMcient for the sample water ef 25cc.

Then to filtrate the solution with the combined preclpitate of decay products vvrith

barium su}phite. The process of this stage needs nearly five !ningtes and its induced

errors are estimated to be less than 596.

    4) To wrap quickly the filtrating paper deposited wiÅíh the decay products of

radon into the stencil paper of copy print in thickness of 1.5mg/crn2. This method

is consideered to be very convenient and eMcient for avoiding the injurious effect of

radioacÅíive contamination (11).

    5) To count the radiation number derived from the deposits of radon decay

products by quick!y winding the stencil paper containing deposits around the G-M

counter of the tube type or sticking it to the window of tlie counter of the end

window type.

    6) It is to be remarked that sampled water containing thoron, radium, thorium

and other elements should be differently handled from the above process, but practic-

ally speaking, the existence of these elements does net injure the accuracy of the

present method of measuring the short time fiuctuation of radon-content in hot spring

thermal water, because radium, thorium and decay products of thoron have long ha!f-

life compared with that of decay products of radon.

    By the above-mentioned method the raden-contents in the thermal water of the
hot spring could be accurately and eregularly measured once in five minutes. Although

there is anether metlaod of co.ntinuous observation by using the dipping counter, it

was proved (!2) to be inappropriate for the present invesÅíigation for detecting short

period fittctuations in radon-content because the radon decay products in spring water

sticking to the counter tube greatly !njure the measured value, and moreover the

obtained count by the dipping counter is small cornpared with the natural count. The

count obtained by the present method may rightly be transferrecl to the intensity of

radon-content by using the table previously compiled from the cemparison experiment

between the count and the mache-number of the solution of a known radon-content

by the aid of the I. M. Fontactoscope. The G-M counter used in the •present investi-

gatioR wil! be described in sorne detail in bR3. The I-M Fontactoscope used for

comparison i's the apparatus made by the Scientific Researck Institute in Tokye.

(b) Yariation of radon-content with time

    The short t!rne radon-content variations in hot spring therrnal water were ob-

served at three hot springs, namely, Misasa and Kamamura (both in Tottori Prefecture),

and Ikeda (a mineral spring in Sliimane ?refecture) by the above-described method.

And their observed results are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, whose ordinates and abscissae

represent the radon-content in mache and time in hours respectively. It is to be
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remarked that the qnantity of gushing water differs greatiy, those being about 1 1!tre

per minute at Misasa, about 2 litres per minute at Ikeda, and about 10 litres per

minute at Hamamura respectiveiy. And, both Misasa and Ikeda are situated at the

gorge of a mountain of igneous reck, and on the othey hand, Hamamura on an ailuvial

p!ain. As clearly seen in the figures, the radon-content in the thermal water of the

hot springs or the cold vLTater of the minera} spring varies greatly xvlthin the cen-
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siderabiy short time of fifteen minutes. It may safely be said that a shorter time

variation should certainly exist and could be detected by the above-described method,

as the time required in tbe measuring process is within only five minutes and the

successive observation per five minutes or less is possible in Åíhe case of a suMcient

number of observers. Consequently, the hitherto discussed problems on the radon

variation, as deduced from the observed data of every sever'a! hours or every several
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days should carefully be examined in consideration of the violent short time changes

revealed by the present observatien.

(c) An exPlanation for the observed shert Period time variation of radon-content.

    It is well known that the totai intensity of radieactivity in a liquid containing

fresh radon gradually increases as the radon decays with time, producing radium A,

radiuin B, etc. to reach the saturation state in nearly three hours after the initial

radon-absorption in the liquid as shown in Fig. 1. And the radon itself decays

with its half-life of 3.8 days. In the present investigation the cemparative measure-

ment of radioactive intensity in the thermal water at the instant ef gushing out with

that after the time of saturation was tentatively applied for the purpose of explaining

the nature and mechanism of time

variation of radon-content of the

thermal water in a short period.

Namely, the age of raden was cal-

culated from the ratio of the

radioactive intensity at the gush-

ing instant to that after saturation

by applying the saturation curve of

radon in Fig.1. The value of •g-,

of the ratio, for instance, ob-

tained by comparison of radio-
active intensity in the initial and

final states wottld be interpreted

to tell that the radon in question

is 80 minutes old. It should be

remarked here that the hot water

in question will certain!y contain

radons of various ages, and cor-

respondingly the value of age
obtained by the above method is

considered to show vaguely the

mean age of accumulated radons
of various origins and b2rth times.

But in consideration of the faet

obtained in the practical measure-

ment that the ages of radon thus

determined were all within 100

minutes, it is safely'and rightly
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 assumed that the radon or

the group of radons treated

in the present measurement

 are mainly concerned with

 those of comparatively
 younger or fresh radon. In

 Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10,

 are plotted the observed

 date at Misasa, fiamamura,

 aRd Sekigane hot springs
 (in Tottori Prefecture), and

 Ikeda mineral spring (in

 Shimane Prefecture) with

 regard to the quantity of

 thermai water at the spout,

 the ra-don-content of the

 thermal water, and the age

 determined by the above-

 described procedure. In
 Fig. 5 the intensity ef radio-

 activity measured soon after

 the gushing out is aiso
 plotted as an example, and

 in Fig. 10, the observed

 data at the same spring
 shown in Fig. 9 aye given
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in the case of an artiftcial stoppage of gushing mineral water for several hours•

    Frem all the above figures, the foilowing relationships between the gushing ther-

mal water, the r.adon-content, the age ef radon in the above described sense aftd

ampiitude of time variatioR of radon content are clearly observed.

 (i). The younger Åíhe radon is, the stronger its radioactivity is, at the one and same

      sprmg.
(ii). The smaller the quantity of gushing thermal water, the more severe the varia-

      tion of radon-content with time in case ef comparing the two springs in the

      different districts.

(iii)i The time variatien of radon-content is intimately related to the quantity of

      gushing thermal water at some springs, while there is no cognection at ether

      sprlngs.
As above stated, the radon concerned in the present measurement, especially Åíor Åíhe

problem of its time variation, is reasonably considered to be comparatively young Gr

fresh, and consequently the time variatien of age of radon is interpreted as mainly

relating to the difference of path through the underground vein of the thermal water

containing fresh radon. Rough}y speal<ing, we may explain these phenomena by

saying that the shallower the underground radon source, the stronger radon intensity

in the hot spring thermal water !neasured at the ground surÅíace. Speaking in more

detail, however, there may be many srnall cavities in the underground and, in the

case of a radioactive spring, a considerable amount of radium and other radioactive

elements is considered to be precipitated in these cavities. Under these clrcumstances

the intensity of radon-content in the thermal water of a radioactive spring will be

greatly influenced by the posi-

tion or simply the depth of

the concerfied small cavity I O
containing the streng radio- ' o
active liquid which largely Oooo
                                          o
contributed the fresh radon to Oo o
                                                   oothe neutral thermal water. It Ois generally considered that Oo oO o o'Oo O
the    thermal water activated o                                                                       oby the radioactive liquid in

the shailew cavity is less dis-

turbed and weakened by the -
mingling of the underground

water and other disturbances

compared with the$e in case

     4o so 6o 7o so main.
                         t
Fig. 12. Relatien between the raden-content and
       their ages,
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of deep cavities. Under these assumptions the above-obtained reiation between the

yadon-content in the therrnal water and the age or freshness of radon as mentioned
in (!), will reasonably be explained. From Fig. 11, which represeRts graphically the

relation observed between the radon-contents and their age of the data plotted in
Fig. 9, the follow2ng ernpirical formula is obtained, denoting the radon-content in the

thermai water and the age of radon as l and"t respectively:

                                    I := -f,, +- b,

where a and b are numerical constants propey to each spring. Name!y, the above
formula expresses that the intensity of radon ineasured in the therma} water of any

one spring is inversely proportional to the square ef its age. After the assumed

model or way of radioactivation ef the originally neutra} thermal water by the strong

radioactive liquid ln the small underground cavities, the mode of rapid variation of

radon-content in the thermal water wil} also approximately be explained. The pkeno-

menon of rapid radon-content vayiation is probably caused by difference of contri-

buted or enriched amounts ef fresh radon to the neutral therma} water by the under-

ground small cavities at various depths and having strong radioactive liquids of

variable intensity. As the underground radioactive cavities IR question are considered

to correspond to the micro-pores and micre-fissures in case of hot springs with rocky

foundatlons, and tbe capacity for containing a strongly radioactive iiquid in the cavity

is estimated to be very small, the radon-content in the therma! water measured at

the ground sttrface will correspondingly show a rapid and violent fiuctuation, especi-

ally in case of hot spring with sma}1 quantity of gushing water, according to the

rapid consumption of strong radioactive iiquid in the small cavity, and the rapid

a}ternation of the cavity as the furnisher of Åíresh radon to the neutral thermal water.

Of the hot spring wlth a sand or clay foundation the time variaÅíion of radon-content

observed is comparatively small and this is reasonably explained by the circumstances

that there are probably no distinct undergreund cavities te show rapid consumption

and alternation in furnishing the fresh radon to the neutra} water, and moreover, the

effect of enrichment of fresh radon to the neutral water, if any exist, may greatly be

weakened by the dilutlng effect of the great quantity of underground water abundant

in the sandy layer. In concluding this section, the rapid and vielent fluctttation of radon-

content in hot spring thermal water was observed at the same hot springs by the

improved method of rapid measurement of the thermal water radon-content. And a

mode} radioactive hot spring was Åíentatively propcsed as an explanation of this

phenomenon of radon-content tirr}e variation. The existence and effect of small under-

ground cavities containing strong radioactive liquid (cf. 33) are considered as an

approximate explanation of some ef the relations obtained in the observaÅíion of rapid

fluctuation of radon-content in the thermal water.
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 3. Relation between ground radioactivity and ket springs

     It is generaily known that the quantity of radon-content in the groundi surface

 or in the superficial layer of the ground is largely infiuenced by the existence of the

 fault or underground vein, and the problems have been fully discussed by Z. Hatsuda

 (14), T. Ochiai (15), S. Sano (16), and other researchers. On the other hand, a cor-

 relation beÅíween the hot spring and the quantity of radon-content at the ground sur-

face caR probably be postulated, in consideration of the circumstances that a large

nurnber of hot spring are assumed to originate from undergreund fissures and veins.

But the problem should iiot be so simply treated, because there are actually variogs

types ef hot spring. For examp!e, in the mode o'f thermal water gushing, there are

many types of natural gushing and pumping up, surface origin and by deep boring.

And in radioactive inÅíensity, there are strongly radioactive springs and non-radioactive

springs. According!y, fer the purpcse of obtaining any relation between ground

radiation and het springs, the precise measurement of ground radioactivity should be

applied to as many and varioRs types of hot springs as possible. In our country S.

Iwasaki (6) has recently reported on this problem for one example of hot spring. In

the present investigation, the relations between ground radioactivity and hot spring

origin were studied by the precise observation of the ground radiation of nearly

Swenty hot springs of various types and under different circumstances. It is here to

be remarked that the anomalous distribution of ground radioactivity measured and

discussed in the present investigation is considered to be mainly concerned with the

decay products of radon, because the thoron and its decay products, if exisÅíing, can-

not become the object of observation for detecting the anomaly of ground radiation

in somewhat deep underground layer. We sha}1 refer to this point in some detail in

a later section.

(a) Method of measurement

    Z. Hatsuda (14) made various applicatiens of the "radon-in-soil-air method",

"grottnd-hole-ionization chamber method", "phoÅío-plate method", and "G-M counter

method" in his study on radioactivity of the ground near the faulÅís and other places.

And T. Ochiai (15) and S. Sano (17) used the method with the G-M counter in the

research of ground radioactivity. In the present investigation of ground activity near

the hot springs the ebservation was made by the G-M counter method and the soi}-

air method with the Lauritsen electrometer as descrlbed in the following :

    Tlze method with the G-M counter-In the previous observation a G-M counter

tube made by the writer containing alcohol and air was used with a wall-thickness

of e.2mm of dura!umin, a diameter of 35mm, and a length of 80mrn, as shown iR

Fig. 12, the naÅíural count being in the range of 50 to 60 c.p. m. Afterwards the
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                                            G-M counter of end-window type made

                                            by the Scientific Research Institute in

                                            Tokyo was mainly used in the researck

                                            observation. This apparatus has a
                                            mica-window of 3mg/cm2 and shows

                                            30 to 4e c. p. m. as the natural count,
         i uatralurnin                                            and in practice two sets of these
       Ebonit•e O l 2 3 " 50M counter tubes were used in parallel
        Fig' i2' llieÅíiSctroUuCnttUerr9 0f the USed connection.

                                                In Fig. 13 the connection diagram

  l GTnvuilgFe ll,-preAmpFIAmp!ifier -Registerl of the poytabie counter. made by the

               E -- writer above described is represented.
            I gt'agi'iizSeUrPPiY With I In this case the observaÅíicn was unpro-

                                            fitably restrlcted with regarcl to the
     Fig. 13. Circuit of the G-M counter,
                                            place of measurement because of the

    Gi.ll}e wwilpre Amp- scaie of2 -'Register :letCeerSiaikY.ngOf e?ePcPtlr\.lngctttrhreentSOUioCe thOef

               l
  l Xllf. :1 H. v. Dry cell A,BDry cell g:.,Pga,r,a:"IS'.fl?h,F;,g,',g,4.d,t,he.fCOt"h",eC,t.iOd".

      Fig. 14. Circuit of the G--M cottnter                                            window counters m.ade by the Scientific
              (2s-pl).
                                            Research Institute in Tokye above des-

cribed and named (2s-pl), which was somewhat reconstructed Åíor the present investi-

gation, is represented, in which case the dry cells are conveniently ttsed and the

paral}e} sets of two couters brings good results in such a measurement of smal}

counts as in oRr present observation. The maximum number of accurate counting

was estimated to be within 28e c.p.m. in case oÅí the apparatus in Fig. 13, and
800 c. p. m. in case of Fig. I4, but as the present measurernent requires a count range

of from 60 to 160 c. p. m., both apparatuses would be highly reliable iR the point of

ceunting. The duration of counting at one point was in the range oÅí 5 to 20 minutes

which was suitably adepted accordlng to the number of counting at the place, And

in these cases the efrors caused by the statistical fiuctuation in a finite duration of

counting were estimated to be nearly within3.0o" of the counts. And the counter tube

was eihciently placed, in the practica! measurement, at the height of 15 cm above the

surface of gro"nd, because rneasurement at a position lower than 25crn is considered

to be too much sensib}y disturbed by the very small and local irregularity of the

ground, and the measurernent at a higher position than 15 cm is also inconvenient Åíor

the measureinent of weak B-rays and greatly disturbed in the point of accttracy by

r-rays radiating from the other ground. This was ascertained by some trial measure-
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 rnents by the couRter at different
                                  C.p.rn.
 heights, and an example is re- sS
 presented in Fig. 15. In the prac-
                                    so
 tical measurement, the facts were

 observed that the counts measured 4S

 at the position on a road higher
                                    40
 thaR the surroun(!ings er on the u,.]AS

 heapy ground are appareRtly of i•o

 small value owing to the escape D-s

 of radon from the latera} side of o
                                      o
 the road on the ground. On the

 contrary, the counÅís measured at

 the iateral side of heapy ground

 or the hill, and on the fissure of a dry

 value iargely observed. Next, in the

the respective points in the same area

ratio of the very counts to ''
oÅí representation was suitably adopted

secular change in instrumental ability

radioactivity of a respective small area,

    The soil-air method with tlte

one in the measurement of sol}-air but
                                ,
a hole oÅí 10cm-diameter and

covering on the hele, suspend a metal

plate a negative charge of 500 volts

plate into the sample-shelf of the

of decay products of radon stuck on the

dow of the electrometer.

made by Åíhe Scientific Research

estimated as l.48•div./volt, or 2.30 div.

source of 1mc at a distance of 1m

ef concurrent measurement made in
counter and the soil-air method, the o

northward from the Yoshioka hot spring

ing, the soil-air method with the

counter method, because of large errors

hole, and of the heavy iabour and time

cesses of measurement.

KOT SPRING AND RADIOACTIVITY

G-M Countet Method
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Surfacc

Surface

Seil a;r Methed
:

                        IOO 200 30oM
                                  FaacIt,

                   Fig. 25. Survey at the Fault Yoshioka.

               rice-field, were in le to 20,0o" of the ordinary

             following Figs. 17tx•31, the values of count$ at

              oÅí hot spring are represented ln the figure of

    the rnmimum counts observed in that area. This method

               for the elimination of errers caused by the

              of the counter, the }ocal character of ground

               and other inevitable disturbances.

        Lauritsen electrometer-This method is an indirect

              convenient in the point of operation, To dig

     100 cm- or 50 cm-depÅíh in the greund, and, after 3 hours'

             plate of 4Å~6.5cm2 in the laole, and give the

           during 30 minutes. And, next, insert this rnetal

       Lauritsen electrometer, and measure the radioactivity

               meta! plate through the aluminum foil win-

The Lauritsen electrometer used in the measurement was one

        Institute in Tekye and its voltage-sensitivity was

              /min. for the r-ray radiated from a radium

           from the electrometer. In Fig. I5 an example

             the agtumn of 1953 is shown with the G-M

           bservation side being near the active fau}t 2km

               in Tottori Prefecture. But, generaily speak-

       eiectrometer was not so frequently used as the G-M

                caused by the local irregularity ef the dug

                spent in digging the ho!e and in the pro-

                                                         '
                                             '                                 '
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(b) Daily variation of groecnd radioactivity

    For the purpose of treating the iocal character of ground activity of any place

by the method of radioactive measurement at many points as pessibie in the area

concerned, the effect on the time variation of ground activity by meteorolegical

changes or other like disturbances should fully be examined at each place before the

commencement of observation. An exarhple of measurements disturbed by rainfall at

the same poinÅís, and an example of measureinents with daily variations at same points

in the area of the lkeda mineral spring in Shirnane Prefecture, are shown in Figs.

16-(a) and i6-(b), which inform us of t'he iarge infiuence of ralnfall upon the mea-

sured value of ground radioactivity and also, on caim days, the ground-activity

remains nearly constant from 9 am to 8 pm. From these observed facts and other

experiments, the measurement for the present investigation should preferably be made

                   Apr.30,t955 Ca) Mfu7,l,l955 (b> Ma.r,2,l955       c.p,m.
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 Fig. 16. Daily variation
         near the Ikeda

day time between 9 am
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-Rain-

during the

and their follewing days. And, in

measurements should repeatedly be

days, in consideration of disturbances

other causes. As seen in Fig. I6-(b)

shows a !arge value compared with
plained by the process of release

radon during the night and evaporated

by the increase of radon decay pyoducts

of the ground surface by the dew.
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        in the dew which absorbed

the early morning, and furtheymore
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    The increase of ground radieactivity in the case of rainfall will similarly be ex-

plained as in the above-desÅëribed process. The decrease of greund radioactivity at

21h in Fig. 16-(a) which was ence largely increased by rainfall of 14h-commence-

ment is explained by tlae effect of blocl<ing the capillary openings in the deeper layer

oÅí the soi! by the penetrating water of the rain. From these and as seen in Fig,

16-(a), it is to be strengly remarked that a part of ground radioactivity measured

by G-iM counter on the ground sttrface is interpreted as caused by decay products

of radon wlaich ascended through the

 capil}ary epenings in tlae soil to the

 ground surface frem its original source

 in somewhat deep underground.

 (c) Radioactive 7neasurement at some

     Places with no hot sPreJngs

    The radioactive measurements at

some ordinary places with no hot
springs or acÅíive faults have been

made fer comparison in studying the

anomalous disÅíribution oi ground radio-

activity at places near hot $prings.

Arnong ten places of ordinary nature

recently measured the follewing two

examples wili be mentioned as re-

presentative: An example shown in
Fig. 17 is the spatial distribution of

the numerical data of ground radio-

activity measured with the GAM
counter at the ground surface at
Tottorl University on an alluvial plain

where no fauk or other geological

irregularity is found. As shown in
the figure, it is easily understood that

the maximum value of count ratio does

not exceed l.1 at such a place as there

is no geological irreguiarity or anoma-

lous distributien of radioactive sub-

stances. In I?ig. 18, another example

is shown of the measurem-ent at
Yudokoro-cho in Tottori City. The
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ground is the alluvial plain of 50m-thickness, and there is the rock mountain at the

north area point A. The count-ratio is specially large in the area A owing to the

effect of mountain, but the other major area shows no particularly large values in

ground radioactivity. All measurements were made by the G-M counter of the end-

window type with two tubes in parallel connection and worlged by portable dry
electric cells. It is to be remarked that the count-ratio measured at the eight other

ordinary places having no geological irregularity show no abnormal value and their

differences are all within the statistical fluctuation oÅí cotmting.

(d) Radioactive measurement at Places near hot sPrings

    The radioactive measuremenÅís have been made at macny places near hot springs

of various kinds for investigating the relationship between hot sprlngs and ground

radioactivity. In pyactical observation, the measuring points were impartially adopted

as Åíhe circnmstances permitted ln the area concerned, but carefu}ly selected to avoid

the disturbances caused by the inffuences of hot spring drainage-ditches or the neigh-

bouring heuses, structures, pavements, etc. The measurements described in the follow-

ing comprise thirteen readings which were made at the hot spring areas of Misasa,

Hamamura, Togo, Asozu, Kaike, Yosioka, Iwai, Yutani (all in Tottori Prefectgre),

Kinosaki, Yumura (in Hyogo Prefecture), Akune (in Kagoshima Prefecture), Yunoura

(in Kumamameto Prefecture) and Beppu (in Oita ?refecture). In the following the

materials of observaction at each place will be represented in some detail.

1. Misasa hot spring

    The numericai results are shown in Fig. 19. The bed rock of this area is por-

phyrltic granite and it is intruded in spots by the fine grained granite from where
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the hot water springs out. The hot water gushes out naturally at the small area

surrounding the two points A and B in the figure, and it needs near}y 30 meters'

boring at the area surrounding twe points of C and D, there being no hot spring

excepting these four points and tlieir surrounding small area. On the radioactivity

in the thermal water of laot springs in this area, the contents are all radon except

one point in the B-area which contains theron, and thelr values are about 100-v200

mache in the B- and C- area, and less than 100 mache in the A- and D- area. The

temperature ofthe thermal water is measured as in the range of 4eO-v800C in this area.

2. Togo hot sPring

   The numerical result$ are shown in Fig. 20. This hotspring is situated clese to

the southern part of the small lake of Togo, and its bed rock is granite which is

covered by a clay bed and gravels. The therrnal water gushes out by itself through
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                     Fig. 20. Survey at the Togo hot sprng.

a boring-tube of about 3e rneters. The east side of River A is said to have no hot

spring source which fact is well concordant with the small value ef the radioactive

counts in this area. The large values of counts at the place near two polnts of B

and C may probably be interpreted by the existence of either unexposed faults or a

latent hot spring, but its trut}i should be assertained "
?g.,l:IUI:i'ft.Ve2tde,a.tLo,"'..Z,h,e.;al:zzf,,gh:,r:gg:2 ?" ,.,,2tt09

                ' '' t,H.t :XZ2"."k8slil.acC.he and its temperature is in the range of ff k,7/s

3. Asoxec kot sPring
   The numerical results are shown in Fig. 21. t•os&,.e i.i3 2Z/Z.
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                                                 Fig. 21. Survey at the Asozu
The therrnal water gushes out by itself through the het spring.
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boring tube. In this case the radieactive counts measured do not show any Iarge

values at the peint of the hot spring, and this example is the only exceptional case

in the present series of observations which does not show any large value in the hot

sprlng area.

4. Hamamura hot sPring and Kachimi hot sPring

    The numericai results are shown in Fig, 22. The northern part of the area in

the figure is named Hamamura and the seuthern part is Kachimi, both being con-

                                               sidered to be parts of the same
    NA ,4.24' hot spring system. In the figure
             ,o•ge o (liil,                                               the A-hill is formed by strongly

                                               radioactive granite and this rock

                  a yarnamwra [•32 formation is presumed to extend
                B
iyg.yitl,tt-Uu,ew'Å}"\t{,sie,i;:,,?,T".i/ige/kr/li,ig/Fi,IA//ri']E./l,/IA•/ra,2a/1'l,

                               o-/oo 2oo 3ooM generally higher than that at

   Fig• 22• Survey at the llamarnura and Kachimi,l, W"'diJ ffamamura, and the depths ef

          hGt springs• boring are about !Om and 3em
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    in

  tiveiy. The values of radon-

  content are measttred as 40-v60

  mache in the smail area of D,

  but in the other area near!y

  3-vlO mac}ie. The temperature

  of thermal water is in the range

  oÅí 400-w7eOC, but in the smal!

  area of E it is particularly less

  than 300C.

  5. Kailee frot spring

      The numerical resuits are

  shown in Fig. 23. The Kaike
   Sea, and some old hot springs
water by the severe beach erosion,
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and oRly the hot springs at the two points of A and B are available at' present. The

depth of boying is about 100m, and the ternperature of the thermal water is in the

range of 800 -Ni900C, the radon-contents being very s;nall in O-vO.5 mache. The bed rock

is andesite, being covered by an alternating strata of gravels, sand stone and clay

bed with a total thickness of nearly 100m. In this area the hot water obtained at

the spring sources is delivered to each hete!, and, after use, is released without con-

trol onto the neighbourihg sandy ground and allowed to be absorbed by the ground,

owing to the incomplete sewerage equipment in hotels. It is to be mentioned here

that the point C in the figure was recently bored shortly after our measurement andi

succeeded in obtalning a new hot spring originating from the veln at a depth of 180 m

under the ground surface. This point had alreadybeen estimated as a promising site

for a hot spring both by the analysis of an unexpected fault by the measurement of

ground radioactivity, wTith the soil-air method and by the !arge value of radioactive

counts with a G-IVI coLmter.

6'IY T:Oi,Z,iiOk'a.,Ilii.O,tii,PJi",,g,.lt,,,, }.oX2r>hiilN>s XXxgLix2?.), Yx

lo:Oii(la:tioi:,i$F,i.gt,heli.:.llelht:g?geio,ii"i:g[{li="it,S,s'-29ifi',;itOi9gkll'liilililL's,-,9i/li,l61tt,x!:`<L3xtig

                                                   't/:trgorvagiteedtiytiitahnedet/jilLfii;aygPOtoSi o-,oo 2oomiXi('.Iii',r,N

                           •"surfacesoil. The hotsprings in
the present use in this area are Fig• 24• Survey at the yoshioka

all naturally gushing out over the ground surface, and their

contents run between 400r-v500C and 1-v3 m.ache respectively. As

there are many points having no hot spriRg at the present time, in

paratively large value of ground radioactivity measttred. The

question as to whether these large values ef gfound radioactivity are

some crack and fissure in tlie bed rock, or by the latent source of hot

awaiting future investigation. Recently, the boring work oÅí 30m at

failed to obtain a new hot spring, and this point coincides

area of small value of ground racdioactivity.

7. Iwai hot sPring

    The numerical results are shown in Fig. 25. The geological

hot spring is a complex of tertlary tuff, shale and sandstone with

the western area. The temperature and radon-content in the thermal

range of 35e-"500C and about 1 mache respectively. In the area
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River and around the point A iÅí was ascertained by boring that there was no hot

spring source which finding well corresponds with the small value of ground radio-

activlty observed in these areas. A hot spring was obtained at the point B at a

deptli of 30m.

8. Yudani hot sPring

   The numerica} results are shown in Fig. 26. The Yudani hot spring is in an
area of tertiary tuff, there being a natural gushing and a temperature of about 300C.

The thermal water contains NaCl and its radon-contents are 4'-"7 mache. The area
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 sprmg.

around the het springs shows a large value of ground radioactivity which may pre-

sumably be explained either by an unexpected fault or by the influence of high under-

ground temperature, but this supposition is being questioned at the present time.
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9. KinosaJei kot sPring

   The numerical results are shown iR Fig.

area of Kinosaki hot spr2ng is layered by a

tertiary tuff with liparite-dike, and a surface

radon-content in the thermal water are in the

respectively.

27. The geological formation .in the

granitic bed, an intermediate layer of

alluvium layer. The temperature and

range of 500-v590C and 1-v4 mache
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10. Yumura hot sPring

   The numerical results are shown in

Fig. 28. The Yumura hot spring is
situated on a layer of tertiary tuff, and

in the area of the river-side. The hot

water of 940---97eC gushes out naturally,

but the radon-content in the thermal water

in the area of Yumura is generally small,

being less than O.5 mache.

11. Ahune hot sPring

   The numerical results are shown in

Fig. 29. The Akune hot spring is
situated close to the sea shore on an

alluvium plain, and the spring contains

salts, the neighbouring salt-farm being

Kinosaki hot spring.
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                                          maRaged by collecting the saNne con-       g"- .5o 'NQIII]J J- stitttent in the underground water.

 V Xt•24 'lrhe springs are a2} made by the 25'v
                       ftx 30m's boring, the temperature and
          l.30 l.2Z           X radon contents of thelr thermal water         XLE5 K       xX '•Og being about 430C and 5-wi2 mache
     . swas--!:2g"-tL!:gtL"-.--.LI t-.-mnv r:iii} (gs) respectiveiy.
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   Fig• 29• Survey at the Akune hot spring. MeaSUrement the point A was in tlie

                                          operation of boring, but k is said

that the operation ef bering was recently suspended for the reason that the tempera-

ture of water obtained by the 50-m's boring was less than 250C. And this fact is

fairly concordant with the small value of ground radioactivity, at this very point,

On the other hand, the hot springs at a distance of 20 m west fromi the pointffA are
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gushing out thermal water of 43eC originating

surface, and the ground radioactivity at this point

very large value compared with its surroundtng

point B the above-described relation is fairly

13. BePPas het sPrin.a

    The numericai results are shown in Fig. 3i.

various investigations on the llature of hot spring

members oi the Beppu Balneological Laboratory
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figure the distribution of hot sprlng temperatures measured by T. Nomitsu and K.

Yamashita <19), and K. Y.amashita (2•O) is represented fer comparison with the dis-

tributien ef ground radioactixrity measurements with the G-M counter, and the ex-

istence of an intimate correlation between thern was also ascertained in this case.

In the figure all the yoads and hot spriRgs in Beppu City are not represented to

avoid complication, but generaly speaking, there are found many het sprlngs in the

area of high greund temperature. Namely, the small area between Beppu Port and

the west from the Beppu Railroad Station is the area most crowded with hot springs,
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rainy day and its followlng day. In a geReral review of the present measurements

the following characteristlcs wil! be noticed:

1. In a hot spring area the ground radioactivity .A,t the very site of the spring is

   much larger compared with that at a remote place.

2. The above-described relation between hot spring and ground radioactivity holds

   well in all cases of either radioactive or non-radioactive hot springs.

3. The hot water ef non-radioactive springs is considered to be generally dei`ived

   from the underground layer of bed rock, and really an area far remote from the

   spring site shows sometimes a comparative!y large value of ground radioactivity

   in such cases as wheye the hot water concemed is supposed te flow along the

   common underground bed rock of two sites of the spring and the remete ordinary

   place. From these facÅís it is reasonably conc!uded that the ground radioactivlty

   is greatly infiuenced by the underground temperature in addition to Åíhe existence

   of faults and veins or fissures. '
4. Along the supposed stream of underground water, the ground radioactivity in the

   area of a hot spring on the upper course of the undergreund water-stream is gener-

   ally stronger than that in the area on the lower course.

5, In the course of or after the measttyement of ground activity in the areas ef hot

   springs, there were reported the four examples (Kaike, Katsutani, Kinosaki, Misasa)

   of success in obtaining new hot springs bored at the areas of strong ground radio-

   activity, and other four examples (Yoshioka, Misasa, Yunoura, Tottori) of failure in

   obtaining new spring bored at the areas of weak ground radioactivity.

4. Tkeoretical censideration oli the resuKs of measurevaent

(a) On the density of soil-radon

    In the pyeceding sectien the facÅí was found that the ground radioactivity of the

area near a hot spring is much stronger compared with that of a more remote area,

and this relation holds for any radioactive or non-radioactive bot spring. For the

purpose of explaining this phenomenon, the underground distribution of radon-

density, taking the underground temperature into consideration, will theoretically be

treated below.

    It was formerly ascertained by E. Buckingham (21), J. Koenigsberger (22), and

Z. Hatsuda (l4) that the motion of gas molecules in the underground layer may be

treated in approximately the sarne manner as those in the free air under the circum-

stance that the air gaps between the soil particles are larger than the mean free path

of gas molecule. And, moreover, it was proved by E. McDermott (23) that the
underground gas even in shale can reach the ground surface through a small under-

ground fi$sure, and G. Aeckerlein (24) fermerly reported that the radon does the
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maln upward diffusion in the underground. From these results of sÅíudy the density

of soil-radon will theoretically be treated as follows.

   It is assuraed that the underground soil or rock contains uniform amounts of

radium, and that radon is derived from these radioactive sources. Tiie arnount of

radon contained in a unit volume of any underground point is the sum of the newly

derived radon at the very point and the diffused radon from the underlying iayer,

and its certain amount is dissolved in the underground water, its amount being deter-

mined according to the partition infiuenced by the temperature at that point. The

dissolved radon decays at that point and dees not ascend because of its small diffusion

coeMcient, and consequently the amount of radon decayed is supplied from the radon

source in gas. And it is also assumed that the porosity of the underground layer

and the water-content among the sand particles are everywhere uniform. Denoting

the amoant of radon radiated from a unit volume of soil and contained in the under-

ground gap, the water-content in the underground gap, the density of radon in

the underground gap, and the density of

radon in the underground water, by Q, k,
                                      LO
p, and p' respectively, the ratio of p' to

p becomes
              nv,c.li. .. f( T), t7ff
               ,o

where f(T) is a certain function ef par-
tition rate with the underground tempera- O'5

ture Tas a parameter. And the above .
                                              Nrelation will be represented graphically as SN.. g-ex = P)l;rf
                                                   xx'in Fig. 32. In a first approximation the
                                                       x
relation between p'/p and underground

temperature is roughly formulated in the o to 2o 3o 4o 'so 6o ?e ee go roo"c

i'aRge of temperature of 200-v50eC as Fig. 32. Relation between p'IR and the
                                                ground temperature.
            f(T) nt-s-g-lx ,

where g, l are some constants proper to the area concerned, and x is the depth of

the point in question from the ground surface, the temperature being assumed to be

linearly preportional to x in this case. We thus have

                              p!== (g-lx) ,o ,

and consequently the radon-content dissolved in the underground water is calculated as

                               fe (g- lx) p. . (1)
In case when the underground porosity (n) is taken into consideration, the above

radon-content in the water becomes
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                                  nfe (g- lx) p. (2)
Under the circumstances that the amount of decay iR the radon-content expressed by

(2) is supplied from the Q 2n the gap and moreover the raden-content dissolved in

the water makes little contribution te the radon of upward diffuslon according to its

small diffusion coethcient, the amount of radon radiated in the gap will be calculated as

                                Q- 2`nle,o (g- lx), (3)
whereZ(=2.ixlO'6 sec-i) is the decay constant of raclon. Considering these rela-

tions and denoting the diffusion coethcient by D, the general eqnation of diffusion of

underground radon becomes

                 n g}O =- nD -Oa--2.lg--n2,p(1-le) +Q-7`nle(g-lx) p•

In the present treatrnent on the stationary state of underground radon, on,o/3t can be

put equal to zero and consequently the differential equation for the density distribu-

tion of underground yadon may be expressed as follows :

                         02o 7,o                         o}2 pt nvS' (1-le -F legnd Jelx) "=- DQ. . (4)

From the kinetic theory of gas, D is expressed by the formula, D==Tk-'1?'xconst.

And the ratio of the diffusion coefficient at 500C unit with that at 2eOC is expressed

as Dsoe/D2ea=k'i/323 r2ee/f/293 rsoe=1.05Å~?'2ee/?'soa. In a first approximation, by put-

tlng r2oo:-it'rsoe, Pseo/D2oos-:!--1, and consequently, in a rough calculation, Dis treated as

a constant in any state of temperature. From the table in G. V. Neavesy and
F. A. Paneth's Manua! (25), D i$ estimated nearly as O.07 cm2 sec-'i at the condition

of 760mmgg at room temperatvre, and in this case the eddy diffusion may reason-

ably be neglected. Then, denoting the quaiitities in Eq. (4) abridgedly as Jel=:a,

R(leg+1-k)/D= m2, Q/DnT--a, Eq. (4) becomes

                             -Oole.te".Hnd(,.2rwt.2-ig.)p--.. (s)

In a practical case, taking Ie as O.3 and calculating l.roo by dividing the difference

of p'/p between the value at the underground temperature ef 500C at 40 m-depth and

the surface ground temperature of i80C, with x (:"- 40 m), in Fig. 32, we get

                              lsoe --- o.2/4ooo == s Å~ lo-s .

Similarly, by calculating l2oe in the case of an underground temperature of 200C at

40 m-depth and a surface greund temperature of 180C, we get

                             l2oe=: o.o3/4ooo =:= 7 Å~ io-6 .
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 Frorn the above calculation , as fe lsoe == asoo == 1.5 Å~ 10mS, Aasoo/D == 4.5 Å~ le-iO << 1 and the

 quantity of la/D with regard to 500C and 200C is estimated as more and more
 smaller values, the term of (fS' lia x) is small compared with the term of m2 in Eq. (5).

 Consequently, Eq. (5) is approxlmately treated as ln the following expression in

 the method of soiution by perturbation :

                                02o                                a}2 -fize,o == -a. (6)
 The general selBtion of (6) is

                     po= (A- im2) eMX-}- (B- im2-) eH.MXa- -iS/2-

                       .,.AXeMX+Bte-"MX--C
                                        '
 where A and B are Åíhe integration constants respectively. Then assuming the solu-

 tion of (5) in the form:

                                 Pumpt Pe+e(x) ,

and taking the relation of pe-m2po+p:==O and Aaxe/D;:'=-4.5Å~10vei"xxe<<1 into consi-

deration, the followlng reiaÅíion will be obtained :

                            d2e . Z,ooa                                            x. (7)                            21il2-MÅénv-'- D

The general solution of (7) is

                e-- (A"" S'naz [2AnX x- 4An'2- nCt, -- fltZ,--A- SX2 ]) e":x

                  -F(B"-y-Sig/;-[2Bm' x-F 4Bn',g- fi, -F li7ill,-y BSX2-]) e-"`x

                    Raa                  -t- -in•,--x, (8)
                                                                    '
where A" and B" are the integration constants respectively.

    In tke present estimation the following relations are tentatively adopÅíed as the

boundary condition :

                           pe'--e:::'`O at x='=-O, (9)

                           p,'=: e' ==O at x= h. (10)
Namely, the relation of (9) is the boundary condition at the ground surface, and k

holds in approximatien as the account in the free air is in the ratio of 1:10e-vl05

with that in the underground. And the relation of (iO) rightly holds in case of the

existence of impervious rock layer for any gases at the depth of h from the ground

surface. In practical cases the relation of (10) conÅíains some dlfficulties, but in the

present rough estimation of radon-densiÅíy in the underground it is tentatively used
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as a convenience for calcu}aÅíion. It is to be remarked that relation of (10) is approx-

imately fitting for cases where the underground layer at the h depth is saturated with

underground water. By applying the boundary conditions of (9) and (10) to the

value of ,oo and e, and calculating in numerical values with some omissions,

                            pe;;- :-- "az2- (1 -eumMX) , (11)
                             '                            e-'-v---B-(-&.'S-t4--x-l4L".-a,x2e-"'x). (i2),

From the complete expression of p== poA-e, we have

                   ,o == -/-a-th2- (i-e-tnx) -}- Ban{, x-ttDa-/-i, x2 e-tnx

                    == DnQm,[(i - e-mx) + DRma, x- -4?ba-m--- x2 e-"tx]. (i3)

Applying the numerical values to the quantities in (13), and putting the numerical

values of m as nearly 5xlO-3,

                  p== ffitk- [(1-e""'X) +1.8Å~10-5x-2Å~lo-7x2 e"nx]. a4)

For the purpose of examining the correctness of expression (13), the values of ,o at

the depth of O.5m, 1.0rn, and 2.0m below the ground surface are calculated in case

of the underground temperatures of 200C and 500C at a place of 40m depth, by
applying the numerical values of practical use to the quantkies in the ex. pressien (14).

Namely, IR this case, the density of the soil and the mass of radium in the soil of

1cc. are assumed te be 2.0 and 5Å~10-i2 g. cc-i respectively. The amount of radon

radiated ffom the radiurn in lcc-soil is estimated to be nearly 6.9Å~10-23 g. cc-i sec'i.

And from the calculation by I. Iwasaki (28), the ameunt of radon derived from a

radium deposit exposed to alr or to the coexistence of air and water is reduced to the

amount in 8.0o'" of the total value ef radon radiated. Taking the porosity as (n==) O.4,

the value of Q above defined is calculated as Q==9.2Å~10-'9c ccpti secuai.

    From these, we have, when tke underground temperature is 200C at a 40m-depth,

               pso cm mu- G.28 Å~ le- i2 c cc-i , pioo .. == O. 52 Å~ 10'i2 c cc-i ,

               P2oo cm =" O•82 >< 10pmi2 c cc-"i ;

and when the underground temperature is 500C at a 40m-depth,

               ,OJroem "= O.28 Å~10nd12 C CC-1 , pleo .. rmrm O.52 Å~ 10pm12 c cc-1 ,

               P2oodm=O.82 Å~10-i2 c cc--i ,

Wheye psecm, pioocrn and p2oocm are the undergreund radon-densities calculated at the
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depth of 50cm, 100crr}, and 200cm respective!y below the ground surface. These

values are in good agreement, in the general aspect. with those observed by Z.

Hatsuda (26) at the depth of O.6m, 1.0rn and 2.0m below the ground surface in the

yard of the Kyoto Sectional Meteorological Observatory, aRd those observed by E. M.

Kovach (27) at the depth of O.25m, O.75 rn, and 2.0m in the yard oÅí Fordham Unlver-

sity in New York. The value mea-
sured by fiatsuda at the depth of 2.0m

i$ practically 1.8Å~10-'2c cc-i sec-i.,

but the difference between the observ-

ed and calculated values iR such an

order of magnitude is easily eliminated S.
                                         if1by a little adjustment oÅí the numerical esÅë=

values above used in calculation. In g
                                        zsuch a manner the undergreund radon- S

deRsity at varieus depths are repre-

sented in Fig. 33 by a comparison of

the calculated values wkh the observ-

ed values, and frorn the good agree- o
ment of both the calculated and
observed values in a general aspect of

underground radon distribtttion the

correctness ef expression (l3) is Åëonsidered to

    Conceming the components contributing

presumed the contributions by cosmic rays,

stances in the atmosphere, radium, thorium

decay products of radon and thoron in the soil.

on the problem of difference of ground '
ground temperature, only the decay products

the others excluded from the

A

oA

o

A

o

2
by calculat;on

by l.Hatsuaas
br E•M.Kovach

                                                          l 2m•
                                                               Depth
                                             Fig. 33. Relation between the radon-
                                                     density and the depth.

                                             be proved to a certain degree.

                                          to the ground radioactivity measuyed, are

                                           the radiation from the radioactive sub-

                                           and other elements in the soil, and the

                                             But, in the present case in treatmeRt

                                       radioactivity possibly by the difference of

                                           of ;adon may effecÅíively be disseussed,

          being reasonably reason ef their leng }ife-time and other
factors.

    On the other hand, the value expressed in (13) is the radon-density in the gap

of the soil, but the decay products in the underground water also contribute to the

ground radioactivity and this should be calculated for a discussion on the difference

of ground radioactivity due to the difference of underground temperature. Denoting
the partltion rate of radon tD the underground water by S, S being assumed to be a

function of x, the total grouitd radioactivity (l) originated from the underground

radon is expressed as

                            I=k- Sgepa -y s) ze-ptxdx, as)
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where pt is the absorpt2on coeMcient of radioactive rays, which shows practically

different va}ues with respect Åío the kind of rays, but in this case it is simply assumed

as a constant, and Z is the rate of radioactive intensity being measured on the ground

surface and originating from the B- and r-rays radiated by the decay products ef

underground radon. But, since the radioactivity originated from the decay products of

radon which is more deeply seated than 50cm, cannot reach to the counter on the

grottnd surface, it becomes

                          !,MpZ eNPXdx :-Eii- I:O,oZe-'mpXdx .

Now,S can be assumed to be a constant, as fay as the above-mentioned case con-

cerns, from the reason that the temperature on the ground surface (about 50 cm depth)

is everywhere the same, and consequently

                  I =" S ge ,o (i + S) Z e- 'iXdx i-nf ! 5,Op (1 {- S) Z e -" ptxdx .

Introducing the expression (l3) into the above expression, we get

                l-"-v-Z(1{-S) D(?..[JIIT, +t- ]zS`Åí13 (ii,>2)-4ÅíiSi2((.3,nv /,)s)]• (16)

in this case, assuming the vaiue of pt roughly as 1.0, pt being measured as in the

range value in O.12N2,30 for the "r-rays of RaB-vRaD in aluminum-absorption, and

calculating I on the ground surface under the condition of ground temperatures of

50eC and 200C at the 40m-depth respectively, we have

                                 Q                    Isook'Z(1+S) Dnm (!+3.6Å~10-3-4xlOrm6), (17)

                                 Q                    f20e "=Z(1-5S) Dnm (lvF5Å~10-`-5Å~10M'). (18)

The values ofJ derived from both the expressions of (17) and (18) are considered to

be nearly the same, and moreover the ground radioactivity measured at the greund

surface contains various other kinds of radioactive rays besides the above calcu!ated L

From these reasons, it is provisionally conclttded that the observed fact that the relation

exists between the strong ground radieactivity and the high underground temperature

is not explained by a difference of ground radieactive intensity infiuenced on}y by the

difference of underground temperature under such a proqess of rea$oning as above

treated. But the above caiculated va}ues are obtained from the omission and rough

estimation of many quantities in the equations cencerned, and, in case of the estima-

tien of other values for D, for example, the difference between fsoo and l2oe may
                     'become a fairly large value deserving of discttssion. Taking the smal} value of

O.eOO07 cm2 sec-i as the D of diffusion coethcient of underground radon (the diffusion
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 coeMcient of radon in water at 280C is O.OOOOI cm2 sec-') the values of I become

                                    Q                       lsoe=Z(2A-S) Dnm (1+3.6-4Å~le-3) ,

                                    Q                       l2oo=:Z(1 -YS) Dnm (1ÅÄO.5-6Å~10-`) ,

 and these values of l seem to be in good agreement with the above considerations.

 From these reasonings the above-described explanation ef strong ground radioactivity

by the influence ef high underground temperature or the application of the expression

 (16) to the problem will reasonably be reserved for a future development in the study

of ground radioactivity in hot spring areas.

 (b) On other causes

    As other causes of the phenomena of strong ground radioactivity at places of high

grottnd temperatures in hot spriRg areas, the following three are considered to be

worth mentioning.

(i) Radon emanating from rnobile underground water at places of high underground

     temperatures

    In considering the systems of mobile underground water in hot spring areas, the

ground radioactivity in hot spring sites in the upper course of a stream of mLbile

undierground water is generally larger than that in the lower course. This tendency

was observed in the hot spring areas at Misasa, Hamamura, Klnosaki, Akune, Yur.oura

and others as shown in the respective figures. This is interpreted as being a process

where the quantity of radon dissolved in the underground water at a place of low

underground temperature is nearly 30!0o! of the total radon-content at that point, and

that at higt temperature zone this is reduced to nearly 10.0oi oÅí the totai radon-content

according to the chaRgeof partition rate, as 209oi of the total radon-content emanates

from the underground waÅíer in the movement of underground water containing radoB

from the low to the high temperature zones of underground layer. And the value ef

ground radioactivity is again reduced to the normal value in the movement of the

underground water from the upper course of high underground temperature to the

lower course of }ow underground temperature by the consumption of radon to sttpp!y

the lack of dissolved radon in the underground water. As these emanations of radon

contained in the underground water in the high temperature zone gradually take place

in the course ef underground water movement, they are only considered to contribute

partly to the large ground radioactivity in the hot spring area, and we do not presume

them to be the most infiuential causes. It is to be remarked that the ground radio-

actlvlty measured at the ground surface rnay, under favourable circumstances, become
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an object of research in the observation of mobile underground water and the distri-

bution of underground temperatures along the stream.

(ii) The difference of emanation rate of radon from the rock or soil accerding Åío

     the difference of temperature

    The fact was reported by I. Iwasaki (28) that the higher the temperature, the

strcnger the radon emanation from the rock or soil containing radium. And, in the

preceding section, the place at x==h was layered by impervious bed rock, but, instead

of bed rock, a place fi1}ed with underground water could also be assumed. In such a

case, the radon in the hot underground water rises easily up te the ground surface

in tl?e form of bubbles compared with that in the cold underground water. Conse-

quently, the combined effects of the lncrease of radoR ernanation from the rock or soil

at the place of high underground temperature and the increase of mobility of radon

ascending Åíhrough the ttnderground layer ttp to Åíhe ground surface, also infiuenced by

the high underground temperature, are provisionally expected to explain the re}atien

between the strong ground radioactivity at a hot spring site.

(iii) Precipitation of r•adium along Åíhe stream of thermal water of hot springs

    As hot water dissolves a larger ameunt of radium compared with cold water, the

hot water dissoives the large ameunt of radium contained in the rock in the deep and

hot underground layer along its stream course, and precipitates the dissolved radium

at the ground surface of comparative low temperature, mixed by the cold underground

water. By this reasoning, the strong ground radioactivity at the hot spring site is

partly explaine(l.

    In concluding this section, an explanation of the relation between the strong ground

radioactivity and the hot spring site, com-pared with other points in the same area

was considered. The intimate correlation between the strong ground radioactivity

and the point of higk underground temperature Åíound in the presenÅí observation

seems especial}y to offer a soluÅíion to this problem. On this point the intensity of

ground radioactivity to be observed on the ground suriace was theoretically calcu!ated

from the solution of the diffusion equation of radon in the underground layer in both

cases of laigh and low underground temperatures. The numerical results thus obtained

were not successful in explaining the above-descri'bed relation, but its conclusion may

properly be postponecl for future investigation, when the quantities roughly estimated

in the present treatment are inore accurately measured and rightly applied to the

calculation. Three other probable causes of the relation between hot spring sites and

strong grovnd raclioactivity were also discussed. Of these, the most promi$ing as-
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 sumption was supposed to be the strong emanation of !"adon frorn the rock or soil

 containing radium under high temperature conditions, having the increased effect of

 easy upward liberation of radon through the underground layer to the ground surfaces.

 Concerning these problems, rriodel experiments using radioactive isotopes will eagerly

 be recommended and urgently be commenced in a succeeding research.

 5. 0n tke depth oÅí tke radom sttpply-source

    The problems en the process of absorptioil of raden by the thermal water of hot

springs and on the depth of the radon supply-source have been studied by many rese•ar-

 chers such as K. Kgroda (29), L Yokoyama (30) ap.d recently by K Kikkawa (31).

In the present investigation a model on the process of radon-absorption by the hot

undergreund water was tellt.atively proposed te fit the observed Eacts, as in (c) eÅí

bR 2. Judging from the observed data, that the age of radon measured in the thermal

 water on the ground surface is estimated to be 20-v170 minutes after the absorp-

tion by the thermal water ass hown in Figs. 5-v8, the supply-source of radon, which

is measured in the thermal water on the ground surface and problematically treated

in the present investigation, was reasonably presumed to lie in a comparatively

sha!low underground layer.

    The assumed shallow origin of radon-supply is ascertained by the other observed

results, that the values of the ratio of ground radioactivity at the hot spring site• to

that of a piace remote from the hot sprifig in the same area are nearly equal to each

other in any case oE radieactive or non-yadioactive hot springs, as shewn in Table 1.

In the area of liM[isasa hot spring, for example, the absolute values of ground radie-

activity are generally larger compared with those in other hot spring areas as shown

in Table 2, but the said values in Misasa are nearly the same as those 2n other

areas of non-radioactive springs. These observed data tell us that the supply-source

of radioactivity iie in cemparatively shailew layers and do net coincide with the deep

original source of the hot spring. Should the deep origin of radioactivity coincide

with the origin of hot water, the ratio between the ground radioactivity at the radio-

active hot spring site and that at a remote point sheuld show a larger va}ue than

those obtained in the practical measurements. The reason for the strong radioactivity

of Åíhe thermal water in the Misasa hot $pring area is believed to be that it happens

to lle and gush ottt the hot water in an area of strong ground radioactivity, and more-

over there are many holes in the underground of this area which contain enriched

radiurn deposited by the undergtound water. These are ascertained by the observed

data on the radon mea$urement of undergrouncl water in the az`eca of Misasa by K.

Sugihara (32) that the radon-content in the underground water sh. ows a large value

which is nearly the same as that of hot spring tbermal water. From these it is
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reasonabiy conc}uded that the source of radon-supply generally lies in a shallow under-

ground iayer in the area of the hot spring and has no connection with the origina!

source of the hot spring thermal water.

        Table 1. The ratie ef intensity of the greund radioactivity at the places
                near hot spring to that at the remote places from hot springs.

Name

Misasa (north)

Misasa (south)

Togo
Asozu
Hamamuya, Ka-
chimi

I<aike

Yoshioka
Iwai

Yudani
Kinosal<i

Yumura
Akune
Yunottra

Radon-
content

(rnache)

30-200

le-loo

 2--8

 1-3

 3-10

 O-O.5

 1-3

 O-2

 4-7

 5-l2

 O-2

 5-12

 Mean value at pYaces
 near hot springs. (A)
 Figures in brackets
 show the number of
i

i examples.

i

(50)

:

'

l

2.17 (9)

1.39 (8)

1.l8 (9)

1.05 (5)

1.37 (9)

1.48 (2)

l.32 (9)

1.18 (8)

1.36 (5)

1.41 (13)

1.31 (9)

1.34 (9)

!.43 (9)

Mean va}ue at places
 remote from hot
   springs. (B)
Figures in brackets
show the number of
    examples. E

e?E  value
(A/B)

i
liiii,

li

iiii
l•

ll

'iiiii

I

i

il

'lll/

li

/l

Table 2. Relation between
(measured with

 radon content and number of
the same counter tube)

counts.

Name
Radon-
content
(mache)

I

iNumber of counts
 near the springs.
     (c.p.m.)

Misasa

Togo

I
180

i20

 20

22

 4
 80

 4
 7
 3

106-•Y3

 90Å}3

 88:L.3

 87:!l:-/3

 88=l-3

 99Å}3

 83Å}3

 71 i,:2

64Å}Z

Name
I

Asozu

I<achimi

Hamamura

Radon-
content
(rnache)

lii

1

Number of counts
near the springs.
    (c.p.m.)

'
l

70 ll:- 2

73rim'2

72ti-2

85Å}3

9eÅ}3

65=l-2

60Å}-2
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